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IMPORTANCE OF ....  

The Gemara (Bava Metzia 87b) states that when a worker is 
engaged in picking fruit for his employer, he may also eat of the 
fruits he is picking. However, he may not put fruits into his vessel 
for later consumption, as the Posuk says: i,, tk lhkf ktu. The 
Chinuch (577) asks why the Torah needed to issue this Issur 
when it was already forbidden as vkhzd. The Chinuch answers that 
one might easily convince oneself that an employer wouldn’t 
mind if he took a small amount from the field. It is “v”c uhsxjn” 
– Hashem’s Chesed that He added another warning against 
something that one might readily stumble over, just as Chazal 
have said: ,uumnu vru, ovk vcrv lfhpk ktrah ,t ,ufzk v”cev vmr. 
Apparently the Chinuch viewed each utk not as a pitfall or a 
burden, but as a kindness, warning us against the danger that 
transgressing the utk would bring on. If so, how would one 
explain the Mishna (Avos 5:1) okugv trcb ,urntn vragc, where 
the Mishna states that although Hashem could have created the 
whole world with one utterance, He did so with ten utterances, to 
give Tzadikim additional S’char for maintaining a world created 
by 10 utterances, and to exact payment (grpvk) from the wicked 
who destroy a world created with 10 utterances. It would seem 
from here that the “addition” of utterances was to punish the 
wicked, rather than be a source of Chesed for them. The Magid 
Mishna cites the Gemara (Chagigah 15a) where R’ Akiva stated 
that every person has a portion of Gan Eden and one of Gehinom 
prepared for him. Since the Rasha practices wickedness, causing 
others to be bad, the Rasha will be rewarded in this world for his 
few good deeds, losing his original portion of Gan Eden, and later 
receive his own portion of Gehinom, plus an additional measure 
of Gehinom for the sins he caused in others. The Tzadik who 
induces others to be righteous will be punished in this world for 
his few sins, and then receive his portion of Gan Eden, plus an 
additional measure for the good he caused in others. The 
additional Gan Eden is that which was lost by the Rasha, and the 
Tzadik’s “unused” portion of Gehinom goes to the Rasha. Thus, 
the Chesed of the added ihutk is transacted to benefit the Tzadik 
who receives the additional S’char as “payment” from the Rasha.  

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:  
What becomes Mutar only when studying about it ?   

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK:  
(Who is not bound by the Issur to state that one is an idolater  ?)  
The Yerushalmi (Avodah Zarah 2:1) states that women are not 
bound by an Issur to state/pretend openly that they are idolaters.  

DIN'S CORNER:  
Although it is recommended that one stand during ."av ,rzj in 
order to concentrate better (and avoid talking), a person may sit   
after the ."a completes the brocho ausev k-ev. However, he must 
later rise and remain standing during the saying of ibcrs ohsun 
since one may not bow when one is sitting. (,gs vujh 5:11) 

DID YOU KNOW THAT ....   

The Gemara (Makos 15b) records a Machlokes between R’ 
Yochanan and Reish Lakish regarding epx ,tr,v. A sinner 
cannot be punished for an intentional act without having been 
warned previously by witnesses (vtr,v). The witnesses are also 
required to inform him in the warning what punishment awaits 
him if he transgresses, but sometimes, the circumstances are such 
that it may not be possible to state the punishment with certainty. 
Reish Lakish holds that in this case, where the warning is 
uncertain (epx ,tr,v) he cannot be punished. For example, 
where a man divorces a wife he was obligated to marry, he has 
transgressed uhnh kf vjkak kfuh tk and should incur Malkus. 
However, since he can remarry her when threatened with the 
Malkus, the warning he receives before divorcing her cannot state 
with certainty that his act will result in Malkus. (If he vowed 
never to remarry her then the warning is not a epx ,tr,v). The 
Gemara (Sotah 25a) quotes three statements made by Zeira: 1) a 
husband may cancel his jealousy warning to his wife; 2) a Beis 
Din may pardon a Zakein Mamre; and 3) a parent may pardon a 
Ben Sorer U’Moreh son. If so, how could a Ben Sorer U’Moreh 
ever be punished, if any warning issued to him would not be able 
to state with certainty that he will be punished, since his parents 
could always be kjun him ? The Nachalas Yehoshua (2:Drush 7) 
notes that although a parent can be kjun, the vkhjn does not 
affect the sin itself. It is only that as a practical matter, a 
pardoning parent will not fulfill untu uhct uc uap,u (his father and 
mother will grab hold of him) in order to bring him to Beis Din. 
As such, the sins of gluttony, robbery etc.. by the Ben Sorer 
U’Moreh remain as they were, and the punishment for them has 
not been affected. It is only where consequences of the sin itself 
are uncertain that any warning would be a epx ,tr,v. This may 
also explain, if there is a general mandate of vsgv ukhmvu which 
obligates Beis Din to try and find a way to exculpate and save any 
capital crime suspect, why does not Beis Din pressure the parents 
to pardon the son to save him from execution ? The answer is that 
vsgv ukhmvu attempts to find a Zechus that excuses or downgrades 
the sin, so that it is no longer deserving of punishment. Pardoning 
a Ben Sorer U’Moreh is not mandated because it does nothing to 
diminish the sins committed. However, a parent may still do so.  

A Lesson Can Be Learned From:  
R' Shimon Alter, brother of the Sefas Emes, decided to suggest a 
Shidduch between their children to his brother the Rebbe. R' Shimon 
held that the match was so perfect that he traveled to Ger and presented 
it to the Sefas Emes himself, without engaging a Shadchan. The Sefas 
Emes told him that when Hashem offered the Torah to all the other 
nations, not one of them accepted. When it came time to offer it to Bnei 
Yisroel, He decided to use Moshe Rabbeinu as a “Shadchan” and the 
Bnei Yisroel accepted. R' Shimon understood, and realized that to 
pursue this Shidduch would be fruitless. Several years later, R' Shimon 
wished to marry his daughter off to the Sefas Emes' son Moshe Betzalel. 
This time he sent a Shadchan and received a positive response from his 
brother. The Shidduch was quickly and easily implemented.  

P.S. Sholosh Seudos sponsored by the Miller family   


